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This material is not an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any interest in any investment fund.
Information in this presentation has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed. Any opinions, statements or thoughts contained herein may
not reflect those of any individual contributor, contributing firm, or any affiliates and subsidiaries and are
subject to change at any time without notice. The information contained herein are the opinions of the
individual authors and do not constitute the rendering of legal, accounting or other professional advice.
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INTRODUCTION
What is the Hedge Fund Operational Working Group?
The Hedge Fund Operational Working Group (HedgeFundOWG) is a group of hedge fund CFOs and COOs and service providers who
have come together with a purpose: to provide guidance for current and prospective hedge fund managers to effectively launch and grow
their businesses. The founders of HedgeFundOWG seek to build a community of participants and a forum to share ideas and information,
which should significantly help both emerging and established hedge fund managers address the challenges of building and sustaining their
business.

About the following white paper
The current state of regulatory affairs and investor due diligence and transparency demands (particularly in the aftermath of several highprofile frauds) has created an onerous and potentially expensive environment in which to manage a hedge fund. As a result of these increasing demands, new and established hedge fund managers have to develop institutional quality infrastructure if they want to grow and attract
new monies. Meanwhile, the amount of capital available to develop the infrastructure at most hedge fund managers has vastly diminished.
Fees have compressed and the AUM available at launch is typically a shrinking fraction of what it once was.
The authors of “Service Provider Selection and Co-Sourcing: The Keys to Establishing a Cost Efficient and Institutional Quality Hedge Fund
Infrastructure” sought to create a document to help current and prospective hedge fund managers assess and understand the requirements
needed to develop an institutional quality infrastructure. Many documents are available that purport to do this; however, they are typically
published by a single service provider and are often little more than marketing pieces. This document was the brainchild of market participants and experienced professionals who run hedge fund operations. They leveraged their relationships with individuals at trusted service
providers to develop the content of the individual sections of this document. To avoid conflicts of interest, the authors have maintained editorial control and avoided overt references to individual companies and products.
The challenge presented to the contributor group involved two parts. The first was to define the questions that a hedge fund CFO or COO
should ask service providers in order to gauge whether a provider is the correct fit for their organization and to help them make key determinations about how to structure and organize their company. The second was to discuss the potential answers that they might receive. The
net result of this collective exercise is the following white paper, which is designed to serve as an outline or playbook for managers who are
launching a new fund, managing the business’ growth, or simply interested in making sure that the infrastructure they have in place is consistent with the message, mandate and mission of the firm. It is typically during one of these phases that firms could endure complications
that put the overall business in jeopardy.
This document is not intended to convince hedge fund entrepreneurs of the need for a strong institutional quality infrastructure — it assumes
they recognize the need and that a strong infrastructure will benefit their business, the investment process and the investor. It is instead
meant to offer a better understanding of the nuances of finding the right balance between “co-sourcing”1 and in-sourcing, and, when these
entrepreneurs opt to co-source, to guide them through vendor selection.

Co-sourcing is a practice of service in a business where a service is performed by staff inside an organization and also by an external service provider. It is based on a long-term relationship
and emphasizes values traditionally associated with partnering rather than with vending. It may focus on one or more aspects of the internal operational functions of a hedge fund. The
advantage of co-sourcing versus outsourcing is that it can reduce risks by bringing transparency, clarity and better control over the processes outsourced.
1
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THE PROBLEM: HOW TO ESTABLISH A COST EFFICIENT AND
INSTITUTIONAL QUALITY HEDGE FUND INFRASTRUCTURE
AUTHOR: SUBHRA BOSE, FINOMIAL CORPORATION

Hedge Fund Infrastructure: The Practitioner’s View
We polled a number of hedge fund practitioners including portfolio managers, chief operating officers, chief compliance officers, risk managers, and operations professionals on how to create the optimal blueprint for a hedge fund manager’s infrastructure. Our objective was to
obtain the real users’ perspective on the infrastructure that is required to establish a hedge fund manager’s platform rather than relying solely
upon the views of the chief technology officer or the IT team. The poll started with the following question: “What infrastructure capabilities
would you need to run the front-to-back of the hedge fund operation?” Once we gathered the answers, we wrote them on sticky notes and
then posted them on a wall. The outcome can be best described by the picture below:
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At first glance this “practitioner’s view” may seem to be a chaotic articulation of ideas and may not offer much by means of cohesive thought
as to how each “sticky note” element needs to work together to run an efficient and cost effective business. This randomness, as represented by this smattering of ideas, represents the lack of cohesion of thought which often goes into the formation stages of the hedge fund
manager’s technological and infrastructure platform. Workflows remain mostly in people’s heads and are not articulated or shared and are
sparsely documented. This randomness often spans to client servicing and impacts the subscription process, the hedge fund’s nimbleness
and ability to provide timely regulatory compliance follow-ups and monthly reporting.

CONTINUED >>
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Domain Model: From Chaos to Organization
As we organized a hedge fund manager’s technology and infrastructure needs in groups of related areas or domains, things began to make
more sense.
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Diagram 2: Hedge fund infrastructure needs, grouped by domains.

The above diagram (or “domain model”) contains a mix of data, documents, information and workflows. By looking at the hedge fund manager’s required infrastructure picture holistically, we can identify potential overlaps or gaps, eliminate sources of inefficiency and manual
processes and thereby reduce operational risk to the business. It can also enable a hedge fund manager to address increasing regulatory
and transparency demands and streamline day-to-day operational processes within the firm. To achieve this, the hedge fund manager needs
to develop a “domain model” like the one above to determine the best source (service provider, technology, in-house employee) for each
solution.

CONTINUED >>
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Way of Thinking: Data, Documents,
Information and Workflows
While a domain model significantly helps to articulate the different business functions and the technology and infrastructure needed to perform them, it is not completely sufficient to shape the blueprint and the sourcing process required to acquire the needed components. The
addition of other dimensions is necessary. For instance, thinking in terms of data, documents, information and workflows provides structure to
the blueprint. At the end of this exercise the hedge fund manager should have one such technology and infrastructure blueprint that defines
the hedge fund manager’s specific needs, and maps the data, documents, information and workflows with the required technology solutions,
service providers and internal responsible parties.
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Diagram 3: Data, documents, information and workflows (illustrative and not exhaustive)
The source map helps to identify gaps and overlaps, and the integration requirements between technology applications, infrastructure and
service providers. It can also enable a hedge fund manager to address increasing regulatory and transparency demands and streamline
day-to-day operational processes within the firm. Once a sourcing map is created, the next step is to determine how to go about building the
technology and infrastructure.

Approaches to Developing the Blueprint
Launching a hedge fund in days gone by involved far greater assets under management (AUM) at the time of launch, and higher fees than
funds can collect today. As a result, hedge fund managers could embrace massive infrastructure projects in one of two ways: (1) build inhouse technology and develop specialized knowledge; or (2) hire outside consultants to coordinate the full infrastructure build and manage
vendor relationships.
Building in-house systems from scratch and hiring teams to manage those systems is both time consuming and cost prohibitive in today’s
marketplace. In addition, outsourcing the entire project to a third party is no longer a feasible solution. Not only because it is expensive, but

CONTINUED >>
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also because hedge fund managers in today’s world are accountable for every aspect of their business to both investors and regulators. They
need to understand how their systems work and to be able to articulate this to regulators, investors and prospective investors. They need to
have their own relationships with providers they trust who offer both the best technology for their needs and the specialized knowledge to go
along with it. They need solutions that are affordable and that can scale with them as they grow.

The Role of Service Providers Today and the Development
of a Co-sourcing Environment
In today’s environment, where the costs of running a hedge fund are increasing dramatically and the average AUM at launch is significantly
less than it used to be, newly launched hedge fund managers are being forced to do more with less2. This reality is not likely to change any
time soon as the demands associated with regulatory reporting and investor transparency and due diligence will only continue to grow more
onerous and complicated. As a result, hedge fund managers (new and established) need to find new ways to develop their technology and
infrastructure solutions to meet these demands.
Through the proper selection of service providers and the development of co-sourcing arrangements with its providers, a hedge fund manager can develop and manage an institutional quality infrastructure in both a cost-efficient and operationally sound manner. Co-sourcing
is about building a partnership with each service and technology provider. The provider’s team becomes an extension of the hedge fund
manager’s own staff, rather than acting as a completely separate entity, which establishes accountability and ownership on the part of the
provider, and an open dialogue and collaboration between the provider and the hedge fund manager. The co-sourcing model emphasizes
the involvement of both parties while allowing a firm to take advantage of best-of-breed technology and the specialized knowledge that its
service providers offer. This access can be acquired at a fraction of a cost of trying to maintain and build the technology in house and employing teams of relevant subject matter experts.
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According to a recent survey conducted by Citi Prime Finance, managers need between $250 million and $375 million of AUM in order to break even and survive off management fees alone. According to the survey, increased regulatory demands (e.g.; compliance with AIFMD, FATCA, mandatory clearing, Form PF, CFTC registration, Solvency II, MiFID
II and the FTT) and investor due diligence and transparency requirements are the main reasons for the increase in operational expenses. (See, Citi Prime Services, “2012 Hedge
Fund Business Expense Survey: Industry-Wide Benchmarks for Managing a Hedge Fund Organization”, 2012.)
2
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LEGAL ISSUES RELATING
TO FORMATION OF A HEDGE FUND
AUTHOR: CHRISTOPHER WELLS, PROSKAUER ROSE LLP

Q: What is the typical legal structure of a hedge fund?
The typical hedge fund is usually organized with an onshore fund and an offshore fund. The onshore fund is typically organized as a Delaware limited partnership or limited liability company, and is intended primarily for U.S. taxable investors, who typically prefer to invest through
a vehicle that is treated as a partnership for U.S. tax purposes. The offshore fund is typically organized in a no-tax jurisdiction, such as the
Cayman Islands, and is intended primarily for non-U.S. investors, who want the benefit of investing through a tax “blocker,” as well as for
U.S. tax-exempt investors, who want to invest through an offshore corporation that is not treated as a partnership in order to avoid “unrelated
business taxable income.”

Q: When should a master-feeder structure be used?
In a “master-feeder” structure, the onshore and offshore funds co-invest as “feeder funds” through a jointly owned “master” fund. This structure has several advantages for the typical hedge fund manager. Generally, it is easier to administer, since all trading is done through a single
master fund account, and the manager therefore does not need to allocate trades between two or more parallel funds. On the other hand,
a manager of parallel onshore and offshore funds has greater flexibility to engage in tax-driven strategies in one fund that may benefit the
investors in that fund, without incurring the costs of the strategies in the other fund. However, most managers decide that the convenience
of a master-feeder structure outweighs the possible tax benefits of a parallel fund structure.

Q: How is a typical hedge fund management
company organized?
The structure of a hedge fund manager will depend on the location of its business operations and owners. The typical U.S.-based hedge
fund manager will be organized as a limited partnership or limited liability company. A limited partnership or limited liability company avoids a
second level of corporate income tax that would apply if a corporation were used. Frequently, especially if the hedge fund manager is based
in New York City, a second entity will be organized to receive incentive-based compensation paid in the form of an “incentive allocation,” or
special allocation of profits.

Q: When is SEC registration required?
A fund manager based in the United States must register with the “Securities Exchange Commission” (SEC) as an investment adviser if it
has at least $110 million in gross assets under management (before deducting indebtedness), or at least $30 million in the case of an adviser
based in New York or Wyoming. However, there is an exemption for a manager who only acts as adviser to one or more private funds with
aggregate gross assets of less than $150 million, and who does not have any separate managed account clients.

CONTINUED >>
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Q: When is CFTC registration required?
A manager of a fund that trades futures or certain kinds of swaps may need to register with the “Commodity Futures Trading Commission”
(CFTC) as a “commodity pool operator” (CPO) or “commodity trading advisor” (CTA). However, registration as a CPO is not required if either
(1) the aggregate net notional value of futures and swaps subject to CFTC jurisdiction does not exceed 100 percent of a fund’s net assets or
(2) the aggregate margin and premiums for futures and swaps subject to CFTC jurisdiction do not exceed 5 percent of a fund’s net assets.

Q: What rules apply to employee benefit plans subject to ERISA?
A fund manager can manage assets for employee benefit plans subject to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).
However, if employee benefit plans and certain similar entities, including IRAs and 401(k) plans, represent 25 percent or more of any class of
interests in a fund, then the fund is deemed to constitute “plan assets” under ERISA, and additional requirements apply. Among other things,
the manager will need as a practical matter to be registered with the SEC, and will be prohibited from engaging in any form of related party
transaction, including cross trades with other managed accounts.

Q: What other reporting obligations might apply?
Don’t ask. The federal government seems to have been working overtime recently to come up with new reporting and filing obligations that
are potentially applicable to hedge fund managers. These may include SEC Form ADV Parts 1 and 2 (the basic form for registering with the
SEC as an investment adviser); CFTC Forms 7-R and 8-R (the basic forms for registering as a CPO or CTA with the CFTC); SEC Form PF (to
be filed by SEC-registered advisers with more than $150 million in gross assets under management); CFTC Forms CPO-PQR and CTA-PR
(for CFTC-registered advisers); SEC Form D (to report a private placement of interests in a fund); SEC Schedules 13D and G (to report a 5
percent position in a U.S. public company); SEC Form 13F (to report management of at least $100 million in U.S. listed equities); SEC Form
13H (to report trading of U.S. listed equities equal to at least 2 million shares or $20 million in one day or 20 million shares or $200 million
in one month); SEC Forms 3, 4 and 5 (to report a 10 percent ownership interest in a U.S. public company); Treasury International Capital
System Forms; Bureau of Economic Analysis Forms; and Financial Crimes Enforcement Network Suspicious Activity Reports.

Q: Any other practical advice?
Get good legal advice. U.S. rules are very complex. In this regulatory environment, do not risk getting any part of the process wrong.
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LAUNCHING AN OFFSHORE HEDGE FUND
IN THE CAYMAN ISLANDS
AUTHOR: INGRID PIERCE, WALKERS

Q: How long does the launch process normally
take from start to finish?
This is usually the first question people ask, and timing depends on various issues, including the structure and its complexity, how many
third parties will be required to examine and sign documents and whether any strategic investors will be offered special terms by way of a
separate class of shares or a side letter.
The typical timeframe is approximately six weeks, although if the other service providers are already in place — for example where they are
already acting on behalf of the domestic fund — things can move more quickly. This is because the relevant parties are already familiar with
fee structures, service contracts and the usual methods of working.
Negotiating commercial terms with independent service providers can be one of the most time-consuming elements of the process, particularly where a preexisting relationship is not already in place. Managers will want to match their fund strategy with an administrator that has the
right technology in place. Additionally it will be important to confirm that the administrator (or another service provider) will ensure compliance
with the relevant anti-money laundering regulations.
An audit firm will need to be retained as all regulated Cayman Islands funds must have an approved auditor sign off on the fund’s financial
statements. This is quite straightforward as most of the established auditors are present. Where managers have no preexisting relationship,
the domestic or Cayman audit firm will need to undertake an assessment of and due diligence on the manager before agreeing to a retainer.
Prime broker and custodian relationships are usually established early on in the process and we often receive questions regarding when
bank and brokerage accounts can be opened. Accounts cannot be set up in the name of the fund until it has been incorporated and directors
have been appointed. It goes without saying that name of the fund must first be confirmed and be available for use.

Q: What structures and vehicles need to be put in place for the fund?
It is important to seek legal and taxation advice on whether it is appropriate or necessary to establish an exempted limited company (the
typical hedge fund structure in the Cayman Islands), an exempted limited partnership or an exempted unit trust. In most cases it is the types
of investors participating in the fund that will dictate its structure.
Forming the fund itself is actually one of the quickest steps in the process. Assuming the proposed name of the fund is available, the company can usually be incorporated within 24 hours.
Where an exempted limited partnership is used, the partnership must (under current law) have at least one general partner that is formed
in or registered as a foreign company in Cayman. This means that the formation or registration of the qualifying general partner will need to
take place before the exempted limited partnership can be established.

CONTINUED >>
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An exempted unit trust is established by declaration of trust by the trustee. It is quite unusual for the trustee to declare a short form declaration of trust that does not include all of the fund terms merely to facilitate the establishment of the trust, although this can be done if time is of
the essence. In most cases, the unit trust is established towards the end of the launch phase, but obviously prior to execution of any of the
service provider agreements that must be entered into by the duly appointed trustee.

Q: Will the fund offer voting or non-voting shares?
Participating interests offered to investors may have full or limited voting rights and this is a key question at the formation stage. Where participating interests are “non-voting,” typically the fund will be established with a class of voting interests which will control the right to vote on
all matters (except for any material adverse change in the rights attaching to the investors’ interests).
For example in a corporate structure, the holders of the voting shares can pass resolutions to amend the fund’s articles, control the composition of the board of directors and pass other shareholder resolutions. A decision will therefore need to be made about who holds the voting
shares. In many cases, the voting shares are held by the manager or an affiliate. However, there may be tax and other considerations which
dictate that the voting shares should be out of the control of the manager or the manager’s group of companies and held by an independent
third party. In those circumstances, a Cayman Islands charitable or STAR trust may be established to hold the voting shares.
Even if investors are offered voting shares, it is possible to structure the fund such that non-voting shares can be created and issued to a
particular investor or class of investors at some future date.

Q: Will independent directors be on the board?
The Cayman Islands Monetary Authority (CIMA) requires that regulated funds have at least two directors, however many funds have threeperson boards. According to research conducted by Walkers on the regulated funds established for our clients in 2012, approximately 72
percent of new funds featured an independent director, up from 64 percent in 2011, so this is a growing trend with most new funds having a
majority of independent directors. Many clients have noted the benefits of having directors with diverse backgrounds so that each has some
relevant experience to bring to the table. For example, directors with a fund administration background, an accounting background, and
experience in industry or in the legal field all have different strengths to offer and the right choice can result in a balanced board.

Q: What is the role of offshore counsel?
The role of offshore counsel is centered on the establishment of the fund structure, drafting constitutional documents, providing advice on
the Cayman legal and regulatory issues and preparing the documents required for launch. Once the fund is established, offshore counsel
typically acts for and advises the fund.
Assuming the manager has onshore counsel, the onshore firm tends to prepare the offering document, particularly if a U.S. feeder fund is
involved. When starting up, most managers spend a lot of time engaging with their onshore counsel and tax advisers, which is perfectly
proper. It is also important to retain offshore counsel at an early stage to help advise and assist on some of the issues outlined in this article.
Managers should think about whether the key terms of the offering should be fully set out in the fund’s articles of association, being the
principal governing document of the fund, or whether the articles should be drafted more broadly to give greater flexibility and describe the
more detailed terms of the shares in the fund’s offering document. There are some advantages to having the latter approach as hardwired
provisions may be difficult to change at short notice once the fund is up and running. On the other hand, some directors prefer to have clear
and detailed provisions in the articles so that there can be no argument about what course the fund should take in particular circumstances.
These are issues that should be discussed with counsel before the drafting process begins.

CONTINUED >>
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Prior to launch, the directors and each of the key service providers need to review and approve the relevant provisions in the offering document and sign off on the description of their firm and the services they are providing to the fund.
Also prior to launch, offshore counsel will prepare the launch packs, including the draft form of board minutes for the initial launch meeting,
and liaise with the regulator regarding the registration of the fund.

Q: What costs are typically involved?
There is always great pressure to contain costs when setting up a new fund so this is an important issue for any manager. The complexity
of the structure and the number of entities involved will have a major bearing on the costs involved. Other factors include the extent to which
the fund documents require bespoke drafting while fees for directors and service providers can vary widely so managers should do their
homework before committing to an annuity cost.
Each Cayman Islands-domiciled entity must have a registered office in the Cayman Islands and must therefore pay annual registered offices
fees to an approved provider. The fund will also incur annual government fees and regulatory fees (if CIMA registered).

Q: What else should be considered?
It makes great sense for new managers to also speak with their colleagues in the industry. Many managers have gone down this route before
and can share their experiences about what worked well for them in the process.
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CHOOSING AN
ACCOUNTING/AUDITING FIRM
AUTHOR: JEFFREY KOLLIN & JEFFREY STOMSKI, ROTHSTEIN KASS
If you ask an auditor how to select the best audit/accounting firm, be prepared for a detailed analysis, supported by independently obtained
and verified information. In the interest of everyone’s time, that detailed analysis boils down to a few key questions that stratify the auditor
population:

Q: Can I grow my business and not outgrow my audit or tax firm?
Cheaper and bigger is not always better; in fact, it very well may be a paradox. Service provider selection must be aligned with your business
plan and growth model; select an auditor and tax accountant that will help you convert your vision into reality.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
• Brand recognition. Investors demand high-quality service providers. Inquire whether the firm is a “check-the-box” on institutional investors’
due diligence questionnaires.
• Breadth of service. You may never need the firm’s litigation support, business advisory or family office group, but it’s reassuring to know
they are there if you need them. Inquire about what other service offerings are available; by doing so you will also learn about the depth
of the organization.
• Client base. Industry leaders typically have substantial practices dedicated to the alternative investment industry. Key statistics include the
number of alternative investment clients and the number of clients that are registered investment advisers (RIAs). Always ask for references.
• Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) registrant. Registration with the SEC, from a growth perspective, is a good
thing; it means your assets under management have grown to a substantial amount. RIAs are required to engage an auditor that is registered with and inspected by the PCAOB. Not engaging a PCAOB registrant in initial selection process guarantees that a successful fund
complex will have to change auditors in the future.
• Offshore Capabilities. Depending on your investor base, domiciling one or more entities in a foreign jurisdiction may be required. Regulations in the Cayman Islands, Ireland and Luxembourg require audit firms have a physical office in the specific country.

Q: Do they understand my business and do they have the resources
to properly service it?
You are not just selecting an auditor or accountant, you are selecting an adviser. This trusted adviser must understand your business and
have the resources and industry-specific knowledge to guide you through each stage of your business’ life cycle.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
• Engagement staff: low turnover and dedicated to alternative investments. Firms with professionals and resources specifically dedicated
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to the alternative investment space are better suited to service your engagement, answer your questions, and offer guidance. Accounting
and audit firms are not immune to attrition or turnover; firms with professionals dedicated to the industry make the transition less painful.
Firms with lower-than-industry-average turnover rates are typically home to happier employees. Inquire about the firm’s core values and
determine if they align with your business’ core values.
• Access to senior practice leaders. Few things are more excruciating than waiting for a service provider to return a call regarding a sensitive
accounting or tax issue. You are looking for a firm with accessible practice leaders, and assurance that the first time you speak with the
engagement principal during the proposal process will not be your last. Inquire about each team members’ roles and responsibilities as
they relate to key deliverables and ask for references from current clients.
• Thought leadership. The firm should provide you with “market intelligence” around a variety of topics as well as “plain-English” advice and
practical strategies for implementation:
o Maximizing tax efficiency by selecting the proper legal structure and making the most beneficial Internal Revenue Code (IRC) elections
o Utilizing tax strategies and financial products to minimize tax exposure
o State and local tax issues and developments
o Regulatory requirements such as Form ADV, Form PF, Form CPO-PQR (CFTC), and FATCA as well as the expertise to guide you
through the process
o Impact of ever-evolving GAAP and financial statement disclosure requirements
o Impact and industry practice response to recent regulatory actions and enforcements
o Best practices regarding regulatory requirements and examinations, internal controls and valuation policies and procedures (to name
a few)
• Superior (use of) technology. Like it or not, technology plays a significant role in our daily lives. When used correctly at an audit or accounting firm, it can improve overall efficiency and delivery. If technology is overleveraged, the overall learning process and “human element”
associated with a firm’s team members is greatly diminished. You are looking for the right balance where the firm’s team members are able
to provide a meaningful explanation behind a specific procedure and process, not just answer, “I hit the button.”

Q: How will my accountant/auditor interact with my other
service providers?
No matter what the deliverable, all of your service providers must work together. Communication and ownership of specific steps in the process are the keys to success.

HOW TO MAKE IT HAPPEN:
• Planning meetings: When done correctly, planning sets the pace and tone of the engagement. Invite all key players at all interested
service providers. Discuss areas that present a challenge to your business: those areas are what will most likely slow down the process.
• Timing is everything. Create a timeline for key deliverables that is realistic and agreed upon by all interested parties.
• Status calls: The perfect combination of micro-management and market efficiency. The goal here is to hold people accountable for the
deliverables outlined in the timeline, understand variances and ensure any issues are timely communicated.
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CHOOSING A PRIME BROKER
AUTHOR: FRANK NAPOLITANI, CONCEPT CAPITAL MARKETS, LLC

Q: What are the key characteristics and capabilities to look for when
choosing a prime broker?
• Multiple custodian choices
New launches are often precluded from working with large prime brokers due to smaller asset bases, so many new launches obtain highquality prime brokerage through an “introducing broker” (IB) relationship. The IB introduces hedge fund managers to the custodian(s) and
provides the middle-/back-office roles on behalf of the custodian. The hedge fund’s securities remain at the custodian, which provides
custody, clearing and execution of trades. Because the IB aggregates accounts on behalf of the custodian, the large minimum levels often
required by the large prime brokers do not come into play. Often a hedge fund manager can become “multi-primed” at a small asset level to
adhere to best practices often required by institutional investors.
• Securities lending
Depending upon your investment strategy, you may need a prime broker that is able to provide securities lending across many different asset
classes and geographies.
• Financing
Depending upon your investment strategy, you may also require various types of financing to achieve your objectives. You will want to
choose a prime broker that has knowledge and experience in these areas and is capable of providing the type of financing you require.
• Technology for trade data and portfolio analytics/reports
The prime broker should have an online portal where all of your trade data is captured and that provides robust portfolio analytics and reporting. Ideally, the portal should be able to gather trade files from all prime broker/custodial relationships so that aggregated reports can be produced to calculate performance and risk analytics. At a minimum, their system should provide profit and loss (P&L), performance attribution
and risk analytics, with the ability to provide much more robust reporting upon request. Also inquire as to the ability to link the prime broker,
internal customer relationship management (CRM) and administrators’ systems to give the firm the ability to create its own portfolio and risk
management for its investment and marketing efforts.
• Trading and trading technology
Depending upon your investment strategy, you may require an electronic trading model or a full-service outsourced trading desk. It is important that your prime broker has a robust offering of the trading platform and execution management systems you need across the asset
classes and in the markets in which you trade. There is no “one size fits all” and having options to choose from should provide your team
with the right solution.
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• Business consulting services
Your prime broker should be staffed with professionals who understand your business and can implement solutions across all of the key
areas of your business. The consulting services and solutions should not only address the current problem, but also be scalable if the organization executes its business plan and grows to a larger size.
• Client service
Your prime broker should be “right sized” to meet your needs as a new launch and as you grow and become a large hedge fund with multiple
custodial relationships. You do not want to feel like a “number” as a client, and you should work with professionals who understand your
business and have experience growing with new-launch hedge funds like yours.
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ROLE OF INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS
AUTHOR: GEOFF RUDDICK, INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES LTD.
One of the first considerations when looking for an independent director is the underlying reason behind your search. In today’s environment,
corporate governance is no longer a luxury, but a necessity, and often a requirement. Regulators and exchanges are increasing their scrutiny
and investors are demanding it — and so should you. Aside from corporate governance, one of the driving factors is often tax-related and
therefore independent directors may be appointed in a tax-neutral jurisdiction.

Introduction
The runner-up questions to selecting an independent director are:
“How much?” (referring to ”How much do you charge for the provision of independent directorship services?”); and
“How many boards do you sit on?“ (translated as “How many manager relationships do you service and do you have the capacity to effectively service another one?”);
However, the grand prize-winning question is:
“What do you do?” (meaning “What role do you play and what value will you add if appointed to the board of directors of the fund?”)
The main purpose and underlying theme of this article is to address the third question, then briefly address the other queries in turn. Prior to
addressing these queries, it may be helpful to first delve into a bit of background and address a couple of related questions.

Duties: What are a director’s duties?
The basic role of the directors is to oversee the business and affairs of the fund, with the fundamental task of being diligent in representing
the interests of the investors. In most common law jurisdictions, such as the Cayman Islands, there are specific legal duties underlying the
role of directors. Although beyond the scope of this article, these duties can broadly be summarized as follows:
1) Fiduciary duties — loyalty, honesty, and good faith
2) Duties of skill, care and diligence
In summary, directors must act in what they believe are the best interests of the fund itself, and avoid putting themselves in a position where
they are conflicted between their personal interests and the duties owed to the fund.

Terminology: What do “independent” and “non-executive” mean?
In the context of a hedge fund director, the term “independence” generally refers to someone who is independent of all service providers
— the investment manager, administrator, registrar and transfer agent, prime broker, custodian, auditor and legal counsel. The term “nonexecutive” stems from the typical hedge fund structure, as the fund itself will rarely have any direct employees or, if you will, “executives,”
when referring to the upper echelons. As such, non-executive directors are not employees of the fund and they are not involved in the dayto-day management of the fund’s affairs.
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Role: What do you do?
An independent director has only an intermittent involvement with a fund’s affairs. Provided the fund is investing in conformity with the investment strategies and restrictions as outlined in its offering document, an independent director’s role predominantly consists of periodically
reviewing the performance of the fund and its service providers, reviewing and executing agreements, attending directors’ meetings and
dealing with any extraordinary issues, such as approving side letters and resolving conflicts.

Value-added: What value will you add?
Below are a handful of areas in which independent directors add value:

INDEPENDENCE
Independent directors add value by being free of any relationships with service providers. Such independence helps ensure that the fund
abides by the fundamental principles of effective corporate governance. If a director is not independent, conflicts of interest will inevitably
arise and interfere with the director’s ability to act in the best interests of the fund.

REGULATORS, EXCHANGES AND TAX AUTHORITIES
The trend towards increased scrutiny by tax authorities, exchanges and regulators is clear, and additional scrutiny appears probable in the
future. If the investment adviser to the fund is regulated by the Financial Services Authority or the Securities and Exchange Commission,
the representation of independent directors on the boards of investment funds is seen quite favorably. Regulators and exchanges of other
jurisdictions now go as far as to require independent board representation.

INVESTOR CONFIDENCE
Increased vigilance by investors, particularly institutional investors, makes effective corporate governance a top priority. When investors perform their due diligence, independent board representation builds investor confidence as they gain comfort by the increased independence
and resulting enhanced corporate governance. Investors know that independent directors will provide the credible decision-making on behalf
of the fund that is required in today’s environment. Independent board representation not only increases investor confidence, but also can
indirectly assist with the marketing of the fund, thus attracting or retaining investors.

SERVICE PROVIDER CONFIDENCE, MONITORING AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Part of the independent director’s role is to monitor the performance of all service providers, including the investment manager, in accordance
with the terms of their agreements. Without service provider independence, a director may have to confront a conflict of interest, whether
at initial establishment when contracts are being negotiated or during the ongoing operation of the fund, regarding issues that may arise as
part of:
• Monitoring service providers’ performance
• Adherence and changes to investment strategies and restrictions
• The valuation of assets
• Extreme events
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Individual investors’ and service providers’ interests often diverge further during extreme market conditions. Issues such as the pricing of the
illiquid securities themselves, the knock-on effects of the suspension of NAV calculations, the invoking of gating provisions and the suspension of redemptions have all made headlines as of late. An independent director can assist in making an unbiased determination in the best
interests of the fund, its investors and creditors, during such uncertain times. As such, comfort is gained in the knowledge that the independent directors will monitor the performance of the fund and all service providers in both normal and extenuating circumstances.

Approval of documentation and agreements
The approval, oversight and negotiation of the fund’s documents and agreements with service providers are a key component of the role of
an independent director.
As an example, independent directors usually spend a significant amount of time reviewing the offering document to ensure that material
details, such as those below, are fully and accurately disclosed:
• The fund’s structure
• Investment manager and key personnel
• Identification of other service providers
• Investment objective, strategy, universe and restrictions
• Targeted investor base
• Frequency of dealings and valuations
• Anti-money laundering and compliance issues
• Accounting principles
• Risk factors
• Whether the fund will be listed
Ultimately, the director accepts responsibility for the contents of the offering document and agreements, and any corresponding omissions,
so the process is taken seriously.

Jurisdictional/corporate governance knowledge and experience
Independent directors resident in the fund’s jurisdiction possess specific knowledge and experience of the jurisdictional requirements therein,
and have a thorough understanding of the principles of effective corporate governance. Many independent directors work full time to provide
this service. They sit on numerous boards and, therefore, have a great deal of pertinent knowledge and experience.
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Where do you start, and what should you be asking?
Your legal counsel and administrator are a good starting point and can provide a shortlist of individuals they recommend. Once you have their
recommendations you should make additional inquiries to find the individual who is right for the fund. The process of looking for an independent director is somewhat analogous to the search for a new employee and corresponding interview. There are obviously no hard and fast
rules or an all-encompassing list of questions you should ask; however, a suggested “top ten” for consideration follows. Add and subtract as
you will; it is by no means all-inclusive but will hopefully point you in the right direction:
1) Independence: Independence is the “Holy Grail” of effective corporate governance. If a director is not independent, conflicts of interest will
inevitably arise and interfere with the director’s ability to act in the best interests of the fund.
2) Experience: You can glean a good idea of experience from a person’s bio, which will eventually appear in the offering document of your
fund. You may also want to ask if candidates have sat on boards with similar strategies. Independent directors do not need to be experts;
however, a general understanding of the fundamentals of the underlying strategy is essential.
3) Qualifications: A legal, accounting, compliance, investment or other relevant qualification, combined with experience, will provide a good
indication of where a candidate’s specific expertise lies and how he or she will add value.
4) Capacity: “Capacity” is a key concern in any line of work and, arguably, more so in the context of the role of an independent director. The
directors oversee the affairs of the fund, and time and effort is required to effectively fulfill their duties. An independent director who has too
many appointments will likely be passive in nature, not add much value and should, therefore, be avoided. On the other hand, an independent director who services a reasonable number of manager relationships will possess a great deal of knowledge and experience to the
benefit of the fund.
5) Back-up/coverage: Confirm whether your director has a support organization of long standing, with sufficient support infrastructure to cover
these contingencies, and if his or her colleagues could be appointed as an alternative should the need arise. Selecting your director from a
director services company can carry distinct advantages in such situations.
Ascertain whether a director, or directorship services company, has a formal and documented disaster recovery plan in place. Confirm
whether it has ever been put to the test and whether it was a success. The reality is that “what ifs” do happen, and it is critical to know that a
director will be able to continue to serve the fund.
6) Regulatory approval or refusal: An individual, or entity, who is approved and subject to a regulatory body’s ongoing scrutiny, can offer the
reassurance and credibility that he or she is not only fit and proper, but also familiar with the jurisdiction’s legal and regulatory regime.
7) Charges/convictions/investigations: Adverse events such as fund blow-ups or fraud that generate negative publicity do happen. By itself, it
does not mean that a director implicated is incapable, or guilty of any wrongdoing. Confirm whether the candidate has ever been censured,
disciplined or criticized by any professional bodies. If so, ascertain the underlying reasons and confirm whether there was a satisfactory
resolution.
8) Insurance: Directors’ and officers’ liability insurance is becoming increasingly necessary given today’s litigious environment. Depending on
the individual candidate and the specifics of the fund, some directors require that insurance be provided by the fund. Others maintain their
own policies. Confirmation that insurance coverage is maintained will provide an indication of the financial standing of the individual and
organization, as well as provide comfort that they have an understanding of the litigation risks prevalent in today’s environment.
9) Remuneration: Directors oversee the affairs of the fund, and time and effort are required to effectively fulfill their duties. Directors have
personal liability, and the penalties associated with a failure in fulfilling their duties will far exceed the fees received from their post.
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Remuneration may comprise an annual fee and compensation for time spent, or it may be a fixed annual charge. Out-of-pocket expenses
will also be incurred, which may include standard administrative expenses in addition to travel, lodging and other expenses properly incurred
attending meetings or in connection with the business of the fund.
10) References: You are halfway there if your lawyer or administrator has put in a good word for the candidate. It would, however, be prudent
to receive some positive feedback from clients who utilize the candidate’s services or who serve on the board with the individual. Ask for a
couple of references and follow through with these.

Conclusion
Looking for an independent director does not have to be an arduous, time-consuming process; however, the decision should not be taken
lightly. Remember, the directors are accountable for promoting the fund’s success by leading and directing its affairs. It is an important decision, so take your time, be thorough and ask questions. Effective corporate governance is imperative, and some of the issues, scenarios
and outright collapses in recent news should highlight this point. As regulators and investors continuously increase their focus on corporate
governance, the requirement for the appointment of independent directors is becoming more essential. In today’s environment, corporate
governance is no longer a luxury but a necessity, and often a requirement. The days of directors with inherent conflicts of interest or passive
(nominee) directors are effectively over.
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS WHEN
CHOOSING AN ADMINISTRATOR
AUTHOR: JOHN KUSHNER, NORTHERN TRUST HEDGE FUND SERVICES

Q: What does an administrator do?
Full-service administrators are increasingly offering true middle-office operational services that supplement traditional back-office and accounting services. Effectively integrated operational models include processes that enhance data quality, reconciliation, accuracy of daily
trading P&L and accruals, and enable managers to scale their business without an additional operations headcount.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
• Same-day T+0 trade affirmation services via industry utilities (Omgeo OASYS/CTM, Traiana, DTCC and MarkitWire)
• Fail tracking and resolution, break resolution and expiration services
• OTC derivatives processing and best practice support for central counterparty clearing requirements
• OTC collateral management and independent margin calculation
• Cash wire execution, processing and standing instruction controls
• Interest, dividend, corporate action and entitlement tracking and processing
• Automated daily cash and position reconciliation to prime brokers, ISDA counterparties, custodian and bank
• Daily independent pricing and P&L reporting, and monthly manager price substantiation

Q: How important is technology to an administrator?
Technology is a critical part of everyday processes. The average administrator leverages external software providers and multiple databases
to support different products and processes across multiple geographies. This siloed approach can lead to multiple internal methodologies
for accounting, P&L attribution and reporting. Internal reconciliations between systems at asset-servicing firms can add operational risk to
their service and product delivery. Single databases that are product-agnostic enhance an administrator’s internal controls and increase
operational execution.
From a communications perspective, the standard administrator receives files from the manager daily and produces a static set of reports
once per day based on overnight batch processes. Push technology or web-based services accessible intra-day provide real-time transparency, and interactive capabilities give the manager a direct and customizable view into their books and records. Technology can increase the
engagement and enable administrator operations to become fully integrated with the funds’ operations.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
• Industry-leading, scalable technology
• Single system that supports all products, strategies, and trade and operations lifecycle events
• Single data set across every function and all role players
• Limitless strategy- and attribution-tagging capabilities
• Interactive, real-time transparency into all trade and operational activities
• Automated trade capture with real-time processing across all products
• Downstream back-office accounting automation and controls that assure data integrity
• Flexible platform that can support all single manager, fund of funds, private equity and real estate funds, and managed account structures

Q: What do investors look for when performing due diligence on operations and administrators?
Investor demand continues to shape many of the changes in the administration space. Increased transparency, frequency of reporting and
due diligence requirements have driven positive change in operations, reporting and service delivery.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
• Full AML/KYC services and controls that are transparent to the manager
• Risk reporting, exposure and P&L by asset class, industry group, geography and other post-trade compliance attributes
• ERISA Monitoring
• SSAE 16 (SAS 70 Type II) certification and ASC 820 (FAS 157) offering
• Fully independent valuation and clear valuation policy for manager pricing
• Administrator control of subscription and redemption accounts
• Systematic controls ensure that all payments are instructed by authorized individuals and straight-through-payment processing via SWIFT
without manual intervention
• Investor audit and tax support
• Form PF and FATCA offerings
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Q: Do culture and values matter at an administrator?
Culture and values are critical to operational excellence and a strong partnership approach to client service. The expertise and capabilities
of an administrator often stem from its shared values and culture. As an extension of the fund’s business model, it is important to understand
the organizational values of the administrator as they will drive product development and ensure that client goals and direction are aligned
over the long term.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
• Global footprint, fiscal strength and organizational stability
• Management team of industry-leading professionals
• Domain expertise at the staff level
• Demonstrated integrity and commitment to clients
• Flexible, consultative approach to relationship management and client service
• Investment in technology and people to drive processes
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WHAT TO CONSIDER WHEN
LOOKING TO BUILD YOUR TECHNOLOGY
INFRASTRUCTURE
AUTHOR: ART MURPHY, ABACUS GROUP, LLC

Q: What technology do I need day one?
New and emerging hedge funds and private equity funds are looking more and more to cloud systems to house and manage their data. The
debate is often whether a private and dedicated system is necessary. A technology platform should be designed, with the help of service
providers, to run all IT as a service in the most cost-effective manner available. Firms should have the flexibility to host any application, the
scalability to add resources as needed and the assurance that their data is always available, secure and protected.

Q: At what point does it make sense to outsource infrastructure?
What are you doing now? Where do you think you’ll be in one year? In five years? If everything works as is, and you’re not planning to change
or size up, then perhaps you don’t need to change anything. But if you’re planning to grow, or you’re concerned about performance, reliability
and escalating equipment costs, then you really need to consider infrastructure that can scale with you — without breaking the bank.
Security should be another critical consideration — 90 percent of security breaches are someone taking a tape or a computer. A cloud
server, with multiple biometric scans and security parameters just to get to the cage, offers more advanced intrusion protection and stronger
safeguards than locally hosted data.
In light of the onslaught of emerging regulatory reporting requirements, funds have begun organizing workflow around keeping everything.
It used to be that they just kept the messages ─ email, IM ─ but now, particularly with some of the new initiatives like Form PF, hedge funds
are retaining every document in a historical archive. This drastically increases the file storage demand. Rather than buy expensive servers to
keep in-house, funds can use scalable data platforms to store their performance or non-performance data at different price tiers.

Q: What can a private cloud offer vs. a public cloud?
A private cloud can deliver robust and tailored security and risk management safeguards to assuage concerns around access to sensitive
data and systems, as well as compliance requirements. A private cloud can also offer a more cost-effective option without sacrificing performance, availability or reliability, and allow your provider to deliver more attentive and specialized customer service and support.

Q: Why do hedge funds opt to go with private cloud model?
It gives hedge funds a secure, flexible, hosted solution to reduce their infrastructure costs while simultaneously enhancing IT availability and
performance. This scalable, redundant and highly available platform empowers firms to accurately predict future IT expenses, ensure business continuity and disaster recovery, and leverage the on-demand scalability needed to match current and future growth.
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Q: What are some of the most popular private cloud services hedge
fund clients’ request?
We often see clients begin with IT infrastructure outsourcing, financial application hosting and general back-office services, and then add
custom infrastructure and application services to their private cloud.

Q: What should hedge funds look for when selecting a cloud service
provider?
Security policies and procedures will always be top of mind for hedge fund IT managers, so it’s imperative to work with a provider that is committed to providing clients with the highest levels of security and reliability. You should also look for a partner that has both extensive domain
expertise of hedge fund operations and technology, and a clear vision for the future of cloud computing and how it will impact your business.
Along those lines, you also need a provider with the capacity to scale on demand and grow with your business to meet your current and future
customization, storage and compliance requirements.

Q: Why not just leverage Dropbox, Gmail and Amazon cloud?
The public cloud doesn’t differentiate between a child’s video game and a hedge fund’s data. It’s available for anyone who wants to use the
resources, which means processors, memory, etc., are shared. If you’re a hedge fund hosting through Google and your email goes down,
what can you do? Service is shared among users the same way that bandwidth is.
On a private cloud, if there’s an interruption — which is rare, but can happen — a hedge fund focused provider will have the tools in place to
be alerted to the problem immediately so that they can get service back up and running quickly.
Another thing to note is that companies like Dropbox, Gmail and Amazon have bigger targets on their back especially when it comes to the
hacker community, as they are much more known than a more specialized hedge fund IT service provider.

Q: What would happen to data in the case of a natural disaster?
The private cloud should be SSAE 16- and SAS 70-certified and include disaster recovery service that replicates clients’ data and applications in near-real time to tier-three data centers that are geographically diverse from their primary office and/or primary data center. The service would need to provide clients with multiple levels of technology to remove single points of failure to minimize the effects of catastrophic
outages, including clustered servers for zero application downtime, advanced security protection and prevention monitoring, multi-level
snapshots to quickly restore any lost or corrupted data, and multi-site backup of all files and databases.
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CHOOSING QUALIFIED LEGAL
COUNSEL FOR A HEDGE FUND’S
TRADING DOCUMENTATION
AUTHOR: LAUREN TEIGLAND-HUNT, TEIGLAND-HUNT LLP

Q: Do we need counsel if many of our trading agreements will be based
on industry standard forms?
Yes. Although certain trading agreements are based on standardized forms, many were either published in a form that does not take full account of a hedge fund’s concerns (as experience during the recent financial crisis has shown) or are modified by sell-side counterparties to
include terms that a fund may find unacceptable. As a result, these agreements must be negotiated and revised to ensure a balanced set of
terms. Plus, nearly all of them contain important credit, legal terms and elections that must be negotiated to protect a hedge fund’s interests
and better ensure liquidity and stability of trading arrangements during times of market stress.
It should also be recognized that prime brokerage and futures clearing arrangements, the lifeblood of many hedge fund portfolios, are not
based on industry standard forms at all. Rather, these agreements are developed by individual brokers and tend to provide the broker with
a high degree of discretion in managing the trading relationship with its client so as to minimize any risks associated with the client’s trading.
The key takeaway here is that trading documents are critical credit agreements, and the credit and risk management provisions included
in a fund’s trading documentation can significantly impact the stability of the fund’s trading relationships with its counterparties. The proper
negotiation of trading agreements will provide a fund manager greater certainty regarding its fund’s financing arrangements and margin obligations and reduce its vulnerability to hasty attempts by a counterparty or broker to force a portfolio liquidation during times of market stress
or poor performance. Experienced counsel will be able to advise the fund manager regarding the extent to which trading agreement terms
are negotiable and ensure that a fund obtains the best terms possible while avoiding traps for the unwary.

Q: When hiring legal counsel for trading arrangements, what are the
key questions that a fund manager should be asking?
When interviewing trading lawyers, a fund manager should make the following inquiries:
• Does the firm participate actively in industry working groups? If so, which ones and in what capacity?
The effective negotiation of trading agreements, such as ISDA master agreements, master confirmation agreements, repurchase agreements, securities lending and forward agreements and swap-clearing documentation, requires expertise in the legal provisions of these
particular agreements as well as proficiency in the fundamentals and economics of the underlying products. These agreements and products
are often subject to ongoing industry dialogue and development among sell-side and buy-side industry participants. The more engaged a
firm is in trade association working groups relating to such documentation, the more informed they will be about industry developments and
trends for specific products, as well as the evolving “market standard” for particular terms in such documentation. In assessing a law firm’s
reputation and expertise, a fund manager may also wish to assess the extent to which members of the firm are recognized industry speakers
and authors. If prospective advisers state that they participate regularly in certain industry initiatives, ask for specifics about the capacity in
which and the extent to which they participated. Many industry working groups are open to general participation, and mere membership in a
working group may not necessarily mean that an adviser actively represented client interests in that process.
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• Does counsel have good working relationships with the major dealer counterparties and, in particular, those through which the fund manager expects to trade or clear business?
A firm is only as good as its reputation, both with clients and counterparties. A counterparty is more likely to respond positively to counsel
with which it has established a cordial and productive working relationship. Therefore, hiring counsel that has completed numerous negotiations in a professional manner with various dealers and brokers on behalf of different clients will facilitate the efficient completion of trading
documentation.
• What background and experience do attorneys in the practice group have?
Attorneys with a background in the financial services industry and attorneys with extensive experience with trading arrangements will be better suited to meet a fund’s trading documentation needs. Issues that arise during the negotiation process often stem from counterparty credit
risk issues or the economics of a trade or relationship. Counsel that understands the interplay between the economic reality of the trading
relationship and the legal documentation will be a more effective advocate.
• Does counsel represent many similarly situated entities?
A firm that negotiates on behalf of hedge funds on a regular basis will be more effective in addressing issues that are important to a hedge
fund and knowledgeable about market practice and standards. By representing funds that vary in size and strategy, counsel will be aware of
what a newly formed fund may need and can expect to achieve in its documentation and how that will compare to what a larger and more
mature fund can demand. Counsel that understands a fund’s negotiating power vis-à-vis its counterparty will be able to provide the fund
manager insights as to what types of terms it can expect to obtain. In this regard it will be helpful to ask the firm to provide a client list or
examples of similarly situated clients that they have represented.
• How will the law firm staff negotiations with banks and counterparties?
Understanding at the outset how a negotiation will be staffed will allow the fund manager to assess the potential costs it may incur and provide a sense of how efficiently a firm operates.

Q: Why is it important that a fund obtain favorable terms in its trading
documentation?
Strong terms in a fund’s trading documentation contribute to the stability and liquidity of the fund, particularly in volatile market conditions or
periods of declining performance. A fund that has negotiated documentation with favorable terms will be better placed to protect both itself
and its investors, and, in the wake of Lehman’s collapse and other market incidents, investors have become increasingly savvy about the
risks associated with having weak trading documentation. For example, the provisions of a trading agreement will often dictate whether a
fund’s collateral and other assets are protected in a dealer insolvency and whether the fund can prevent trades from being closed out if its
performance declines by certain levels.

Q: Which trading agreements should the fund seek to put in place?
The trading agreements a hedge fund executes will depend on the fund’s investment strategy. Initially a fund will often seek to put in place
some combination of the agreements below:
• ISDA master agreement (for “over-the-counter” (OTC) derivatives, uncleared);
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• Prime brokerage agreement (for securities; may include a securities-lending component);
• Futures & options clearing agreement (for exchange-traded futures & options on futures, plus cleared swaps);
• Repurchase agreements (for repos/reverse repo trades).

Q: Should a fund execute trading documentation with more than one
counterparty?
Yes. It is prudent for a fund to have trading documentation in place with multiple brokers and trading counterparties. Having the ability to
compare trade pricing and margin methodologies, as well as position limits and other terms, across counterparties and brokers will allow
the fund manager to optimize the economic and legal terms that are applicable to their portfolio. The use of multiple prime brokers can also
mitigate funding risk and create backup capabilities for processing items such as corporate actions. A fund manager may also use favorable
agreement terms obtained with one counterparty as leverage in a negotiation with another counterparty. Perhaps most significantly, diversifying a fund’s counterparty/broker base will facilitate a fund manager’s ability to quickly move a fund’s positions should one of its counterparties
or brokers experience liquidity or other credit issues and help to minimize the fund’s exposure to losses should one of its counterparties
become insolvent.

Q: What regulatory concerns should I consider?
• Dodd-Frank
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank) has dramatically changed the OTC derivatives landscape.
New rules and regulations are constantly being passed that affect a fund’s compliance and documentation requirements. Most recently
those rules have addressed mandatory clearing, required documentation, business conduct standards, recordkeeping, reporting, margin
requirements and position limits. Counsel should be up to date on all Dodd-Frank regulations and initiatives so it can correctly advise the
fund manager on its trading compliance queries.
• Securities and commodities regulations
The trading of securities and commodity instruments other than OTC derivatives are also subject to extensive regulation by the SEC and the
CFTC. Counsel should be qualified to advise as to the implications of such regulation for a fund’s trading documentation.

Q: Can I rely on in-house counsel (if available) to negotiate trading
documentation?
While certain in-house fund counsel may be experienced with hedge fund trading documentation, many have more experience with fund formation and structuring or litigation and may not be knowledgeable enough about market practice in trading agreements and current industry
developments to obtain favorable terms for a fund. Furthermore, in-house counsel may not have the capacity to single-handedly negotiate
several trading agreements simultaneously in advance of a launch, for example. On the other hand, having a dedicated in-house documentation attorney may not make economic sense during times when there are not many ongoing negotiations. By leveraging experienced outside
counsel for the negotiation of trading agreements, a fund manager will be able to benefit from their expertise while controlling costs by calling
upon them only as circumstances require.
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Q: Should I forego trading counsel if I am trying to minimize
my expenses?
While costs may be of particular concern at a fund’s launch, a fund manager should consider the advice of experienced legal counsel on
trading documentation as a long-term investment in the stability and viability of the fund it manages. Funds often trade under the terms
negotiated by its counsel upon launch for several years, and those terms will govern the fund’s relationship with its counterparty or broker
for as long as they trade with each other or until they are renegotiated. In this regard it should be noted that weak trading agreements are
often more difficult and costly to renegotiate and will likely end up costing a fund more than legal fees charged by experienced and effective
counsel at the outset.

Conclusion
A fund manager should seek established counsel that offers substantial expertise in the area of trading documentation and is adequately
staffed to cover its needs on a timely basis. Investors are increasingly aware of the risks presented by weak trading documentation and the
impact it can have on a fund’s viability and the value of its assets during periods of stress, so the investment in sound advice on a fund’s
critical trading agreements should be viewed as an important commitment to the fund’s future.
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BUILDING AN EFFECTIVE MARKETING STRATEGY
AND PHILOSOPHY
Q: What should a firm try to remember on a regular basis?
A hedge fund is a product. No matter how a firm spins it, slices it or presents it, at the end of the day, there is a strategy, a philosophy, a
process and a team that executes all the elements to create a portfolio. To convert prospects to clients they need to be excited about the way
you are going to make money for them going forward. Investors want to know what is in the portfolio now, how it got there, what it will take
to extract value (good or bad), what is on deck, and why.
One oft-forgotten factor is that hedge fund managers, and thereby the hedge funds themselves, work for the investors. Investors pay fees to
have their money invested. Fund managers and their teams need to remember that when considering the risks they take and their approach
to communication with investors.

Q: Are the roles of marketing/business development and investor relations different, or are they interchangeable?
Marketing/business development is about raising capital. Investor relations is about communication and retaining capital. They are mutually
dependent and integral to one another but not interchangeable.
Marketing executives should take it as their role to:
• Identify appropriate potential investors based upon size and risk/return appetite.
• Provide critical information that the investor will need to make an informed decision.
• Educate potential investors with enough depth that when they finally meet the investment team in person it is to discuss salient details, not
process or philosophy.
• Have the competency to conduct solo marketing trips. Portfolio managers are not paid to travel; their job is to manage money. Limit portfolio
manager travel to capital introduction events or perhaps group dinners.
• Pre-qualify investors, conduct initial meetings and vet investors so as to only present the portfolio manager with investors who have a higher
likelihood of investing.
• Train junior investment team members to participate in meetings to share part of the portfolio manager’s burden; however, don’t create
the “Wizard of Oz” syndrome. This is when the portfolio manager expects investors to invest in his fund purely based on his résumé and
returns, and will not take the time to meet with them and answer questions in person.
Investor relations executives and activities of the firm must take into consideration that investors want to feel that they are part of a partnership with their hedge funds. Investors want to be aware, and don’t want surprises. Previously, this level of transparency and relationship only
existed with some of the larger pension funds and hedge funds, but it is now being adopted more broadly and by smaller and newer funds
as well.
Where the two functions become completely integrated is in the continuous need to manage contact lists and relationships and communi-
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cations, and produce informative reports for both current and prospective investors from a central source of data. Simply put, when things
are going well and the fund is performing well, these kinds of systems and tools make marketing and capital-raising efforts that much more
effective. Conversely, when the fund goes through a difficult patch, the portfolio and risk management tools that are part of the system help
the investor relations team to provide investors with an added level of transparency. This will ultimately determine a firm’s effectiveness in
both its capital-raising efforts and its capital-retention efforts.

Q: What are examples of a sales tactic or technique that is not as effective anymore?
A hedge fund marketing executive should not use the same level of phone activity and technique that is used in institutional sales. The
hedge fund sales process is longer, more thoughtful and more deliberate than buying a corporate bond. Extensive details about the portfolio
manager’s résumé should be in an appendix of bios or in the due diligence questionnaire (DDQ). Investors get excited about investing with
a fund due to the fund’s view of the world and how the investment team will make the investors money, not where the portfolio manager
worked or went to school.

Q: What mistakes are frequently repeated, and how can we avoid as
many as possible?
Running an asset management business is not the same as being a portfolio manager. The best firms have professionals running the business so that the portfolio manager can run the fund. Unfortunately, portfolio managers themselves are the most to blame for these repeated
errors. A good marketer will be able to manage the portfolio manager to make sure that he is not his own worst enemy. The biggest mistake
that hedge funds make is targeting investors that are not appropriate for their fund. It is best to focus on the kinds of investors that can invest
now and can get you to the next milestone.

Q: What are the most important marketing materials/deliverables and
what should they contain?
• The DDQ is the most important marketing document since it contains a detailed description of strategy, risk limits, hedging disciplines,
performance history, investment terms, investor concentration, biographical information of team, basic counterparty information, and much
more. The Alternative Investment Management Association has a template that can be followed.
• For initial discussions, the pitch book/marketing deck provides a summary of the DDQ and highlights the firm’s qualitative and quantitative
characteristics. It should be around 25 pages at most.
• The quarterly investor letter provides a history of performance and supporting commentary; additionally, a quarterly conference call with a
brief Q&A can give investors added insight and can be an efficient use of the investment team’s time.
• A one-page tear sheet can be used for monthly reporting and marketing if it contains a summary of the investment strategy, monthly net
performance, risk/reward analysis, peer group analysis, benchmark analysis, current AUM, service providers and contact information.
• Depending on strategy, some managers choose to have a few examples of research reports. This highlights idea generation, analysis
process, thesis of investment, expression of the trade and expected outcome.
• When possible, a fund should be able to produce a document to show a current portfolio snapshot and exposure data. Protective measures
can be taken to insure against broad circulation of information.
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Q: What role will my capital introduction team play? How can I best
utilize them?
Your capital introduction team at your prime broker is available to you to make introductions. They are not allowed to raise money. Having a
good relationship with your direct contact in a cap intro team can be vital to arranging meetings. The focus should always be to utilize their
diverse relationships to identify the right investors. Prime brokers often hold events where fund managers can meet face to face with groups
of investors over the course of a couple days. Many hold a few of these events per year in different parts of the world, for different size funds
or for groups of funds in specific strategies. These are the kinds of gatherings portfolio managers should attend and give presentations. When
a marketer is organizing his own road show to meet investors in other cities or countries, the cap intro team should be a resource to reach out
to arrange meetings. However, cap intro groups, can only be successful helping funds that are performing well and have all the components
that are attractive to investors. Having two or more prime brokers can provide a fund with a broader relationship base.

Q: When should I consider using a third-party marketer?
Internal marketing efforts and “third-party marketers” (TPMs) can work well as long as there is constant communication, a defined scope of
expectations, and a clear list of who the TPM is permitted to contact. Since TPMs do not serve an ongoing role in investor relations, the firm
must always have the infrastructure to manage current investors without the TPMs involvement.
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IMPORTANCE OF CRM
AUTHOR: GEOFF SURKAMER, BACKSTOP SOLUTIONS GROUP, LLC

Q: What role does an integrated CRM system play today in marketing
and IR, and how early should a firm begin to utilize them as part of
their internal culture?
Traditional CRM systems simply manage contacts and track communications. However, investors and regulators today are demanding more
transparency and greater clarity. Advances in hedge fund-specific CRM systems have given firms the ability to consolidate multiple layers
of the business to create new levels of efficiency. These platforms combine traditional CRM, investor relations and account management,
and streamlined reporting capability. Putting these systems in place early on will add credibility with investors, increase efficiency during a
period of limited resources and multi-tasking and allow your marketing and investor relations programs to grow in a structured and organized
fashion. Additionally, having a single source of investor information will simplify coordination of efforts when adding new members to the
client-facing teams. Also, as dedicated hedge fund systems, these platforms are more likely to stay ahead of “commodity” CRMs.

Q: Should cost be the main driver when considering a CRM solution?
A common mistake many new managers make is to settle on a sub-optimal CRM due to cost. Many of these commodity CRMs lack industryspecific capabilities including, but not limited to, tracking subscriptions, redemptions, liquidity, compliance and more importantly, the ability
to handle ever-expanding regulation through custom-field creation. A manager should weigh the benefits of the enhanced functionality of
a hedge fund-specific CRM system against the costs. In addition, the manager should consider how the CRM system fits into the fund’s
business model and how it will grow with the firm. (There is a not-insignificant cost to switching systems down the road.) Finally, selecting a
CRM system is a crucial business decision which should not be made without significant research. As you would when selecting any service
provider, you should seek the guidance of knowledgeable industry participants, including other managers and your prime broker’s consulting
services team.

Q: How can CRM software help a hedge fund and improve contact with
its client base?
Many different areas of your company touch the client directly and indirectly including accounting, legal and compliance, investor relations,
the administrator and (of course) sales and marketing. In addition to giving the sales and marketing team a convenient place to store contact
information and track correspondence, phone calls, meetings and follow-up, giving the rest of the firm access to that software and thereby
the content that has been delivered to each client allows for a consistent message and enhanced efficiency. The consistency of message
is critical. There are few ways to better alienate a current or potential investor than by providing conflicting information from two different
sources within your organization. In addition, CRM software can be compartmentalized to allow different users access to different levels of
client data, thus safeguarding confidential information.
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Q: How can a good CRM system help with better customer profiling and
opportunity management?
From a sales and marketing standpoint, a CRM should complement your workflows, increase your productivity, and ultimately help you
gather and retain more assets. Tools within that CRM system that make it possible to filter through prospective and existing investors by
metrics such as location, investment mandate or even relationships with other investors, can help to simplify the client profiling process and
streamline the overall marketing approach. In addition to storing and slicing and dicing prospect data, a robust CRM should make it easy to
create marketing campaigns, send and monitor correspondence via email or an integrated website, plan marketing trips and track capital
inflows and outflows.

Q: To what extent do regulatory requirements affect how CRM software is used?
A sound CRM platform, properly utilized, allows managers to meet many of their requirements under global regulatory regimes. The Financial Service Authority, SEC and other government agencies have mandated that fund managers protect the confidentiality and integrity of
personal information. In addition, a CRM platform makes it easy to demonstrate the nature, length and full extent of client relationships to
regulatory agencies during an audit.

Q: How else can a CRM be of service to a hedge fund?
Many managers are discovering that a good CRM can be as effective in the front office as it can in the middle and back offices. For example,
over the past several years, some firms have deployed complicated and expensive research management solutions for assisting their portfolio management teams track notes, meetings and research. What many of them have discovered, after failed implementations and sub-par
adoption, is that what their teams really need is core CRM functionality: notes, meetings, email and contact tracking with the added ability
to hook into portfolio accounting systems. Robust CRM tools can be deployed across entire firms to bridge the gaps between the investor
relations, sales and marketing and research management teams.

Q: Is there only one CRM version offered for hedge funds irrespective
of role and responsibility?
One of the common mistakes a manager makes when buying a CRM for their firm is believing that a commercial, off-the-shelf solution should
work for all employees. It doesn’t. The IR team needs to see everything including all qualitative and quantitative data of current and prospective investors. On the other hand, an administrative assistant, junior analyst or intern does not. So why pay for a solution without a tailored
approach of functionality per employee type?

Q: When should the CRM be purchased and implemented?
If the manager has one contact and plans to grow the firm/fund, there is no better time than the present to establish foundational lynch pins
by way of technology, just as they would be by hiring a rock-star research analyst or trader. A hedge fund CRM is equally as important.
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IMPORTANCE OF ENGAGING
A COMPLIANCE CONSULTANT
AUTHOR: HEATHER MOUNT, KINETIC PARTNERS
In response to the number of breaches of law which have occurred at advisory firms during the past few years, regulators and governments around the globe have forced new legal and regulatory constraints on investment advisers, making the running of their business
more demanding — and arguably more expensive — than ever before. From the passing of the Dodd-Frank Act, which requires advisers to
implement measures aimed at tightening internal and external controls over risk factors affecting advisers’ businesses, to the launching of
the SEC’s and CFTC’s new initiatives to increase investment adviser transparency, the scales seem to be tipped towards greater regulatory
compliance. Most importantly, investors themselves, whether they are individual investors seeking to establish new relationships or institutional investors seeking to allocate significant tranches of capital to carefully selected advisers, have begun to push investment advisers for
greater transparency and for information about the internal and external controls the adviser has in place to avoid dangerous conflicts that
can create risk to the advisory firm and thus to the investor’s capital.

Q: How would hiring a compliance consultant benefit me
and my business?
The primary role of a compliance consultant is to work with the adviser’s management team to create a compliance focus at the firm, often
referred to as a “tone at the top,” by organizing and implementing compliance policies and procedures, as well as by encouraging best
practices that the employees should follow to most effectively support the investment adviser’s business. Most often, a consultant is brought
on board as a quarterback engaged for the purpose of creating an overall compliance program for the firm — separating out the duties of
counsel, audit, fund administration and the role of the chief compliance officer (CCO) — and providing a second level of oversight to monitor
the work that the CCO and the firm’s management team do to manage the firm’s compliance risk.
For the emerging or the established investment adviser, partnering with a compliance consultant provides numerous compelling benefits to
the business:
• The expense of compliance is not nearly as costly as the potential cost of non-compliance: Avoid the costly potentiality of unexpected and
mandatory audits; regulators’ inquiries (and the associated legal fees), which could drag on for months on end; and penalties that could be
imposed for lapses in compliance efforts and possibly even culminating in the loss of business.
• Compliance builds credibility and is attractive to investors: The more serious the investor and the larger the potential investment allocation,
the more demanding the investor will be and the more questions he or she will have about how the firm’s operational activities and security
protocols provide protection for the investor and his or her assets.
• Having a compliance plan in place contributes to well-planned strategic growth: An integral component of growing one’s business is protecting the business along the way and providing a path for the business’ development of the business. A compliance consultant will point
out the activities and deliverables that need to be produced for compliance reasons. On an ongoing basis the consultant can also address
and remove as many impediments as possible to the business’s growth plans. Another way of stating this point: advisers and CCOs who
engage a compliance consultant may sleep better at night feeling that their business is being monitored and that the rudders are in place
to guide the firm forward.
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Q: What are the risk factors to my business that an effective compliance
consultant will help me to address?
A compliance consultant can help you to address operational risks and regulatory risks. By examining the firm’s existing operational procedures, the consultant will point out areas of deficiency which, if left unaddressed, could leave the business exposed to potential risks. Such
risks at the employee level may include insider-trading or conflict-of-interest risks that could culminate in lawsuits and expensive legal fees
or sanctions. At the regulatory level, advisers risk the possibility that a regulatory examination may run considerably longer than anticipated if
the firm’s compliance regime is not tightly organized and regularly managed. Once regulators find cause during an examination to doubt the
integrity of an adviser’s responses or records, more and more questions may be asked, leading to a longer examination.
Among the many risk factors that are regularly addressed by thorough ongoing compliance regime, the following are of primary concern for
the SEC:
• Errors in portfolio trading and lapses in risk management
• Conflicts in brokerage practices
• Breaches of rules related to marketing, advertising and investor communications
• Failures to oversee investor suitability and the management of subscription documentation
• Failures in reporting requirements
• Failures to appropriately maintain records
• Risks of insider trading related to employee trading and conflicts stemming from outside business activities
• Failures of the business continuity plan
• Failures on the part of the firm to adhere to stated policies and procedures

Q: At what point does it make sense for me to hire a compliance consultant?
The question of when exactly to hire a compliance consultant is best answered by determining the adviser’s objectives and budget. Compliance consulting engagements are often arranged on an annual schedule (quarterly, semi-annual or once per year) and are typically priced
either by the hour or through a flat fee contemplating a certain number of hours per annum of client work provided. Having a relatively good
handle on the type of work that your advisory firm needs to be done will be very helpful towards making the decision ultimately on when to
engage the consultant.
Depending upon the maturity and the complexity of the adviser’s business, and whether your advisory business currently involves (or contemplates getting involved with) international expansion into other jurisdictions, one of the following scenarios may apply to your situation to
describe “trigger points” when the adviser may seek consulting support:
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• Emerging managers seeking new investors: The stakes are high for the manager as new rules and regulations, such as those found in
Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933 or in the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, may prevent certain investors from investing. As a rule
of thumb, advisers with at least $25 million in assets should seriously consider engaging a compliance consultant to ensure that best practices are being followed and best habits are being developed at the firm and employee level.
• Established managers seeking compliance support: As an adviser’s business grows, additional resources are often required to meet the
increasing demands and complexities of new regulation. An adviser may suddenly feel overwhelmed with the legal and regulatory aspects
of running the business. A compliance consultant is often engaged to provide support not only for the CCO and the management team, but
also as a means of ensuring that the firm’s fiduciary responsibilities to its investors are being carried out responsibly and responsively.
• Investment advisers seeking a second opinion: Often compliance consultants are engaged by an investment adviser’s attorney to provide a comprehensive compliance review, or a “mock audit,” which by definition is a thorough examination of the firm’s operational and
regulatory compliance arrangements, including a documentation review. Mock audits have become increasingly popular recently, as the
SEC has redoubled efforts and added resources to increase the frequency and the precision of its examinations of newly-registered and
recently-registered advisers (the initiative is referred to as the “National Examination Program” or “NEP”). On a relative basis, a more attuned investment adviser seeks to get ahead of the competition by ensuring through a mock audit that any deficiencies are addressed early
on.

Q: Why is price not the only variable that I should consider when evaluating a compliance consultant?
The rise in compliance as a priority for investment advisers has opened the door for multiple “vendors” of compliance services to enter the
marketplace. One of the key benefits of hiring a credentialed and experienced group as a compliance consultant is their wealth of aggregate
experience, gained by living through many examples of how other advisers have handled matters in the right way or in the wrong way. Take
advantage of all that your consultant knows and learn from others’ successes and mistakes.
Seek out the right compliance partner with whom you can share your business concerns and develop a long-term relationship built upon trust
and understanding. Seek out a responsive service partner who delivers the work that was expected and does not shy away from supporting
you when questions or needs arise over time. If and when the SEC comes knocking at your door with a list of questions and requests, you
will be glad to know that your compliance partner is there for you, already understanding your business and able to provide guidance and
support.

Q: If I decide to hire a compliance consultant, what should I look for in
terms of credentials and expertise?
The right compliance consultant is one that offers in-house expertise with the legal aspects of regulatory compliance and with the transactional and business aspects which are relevant to running an advisory business. Speak with the compliance consultant’s team and get a
sense from the initial meeting or call as to the team’s responsiveness, the size and composition of the team who would be serving your firm,
and find out more about each team member’s background. There is no set rule on how many years experience in law, regulatory work, brokerage or hedge funds, banking or administrative services that a consultant team’s members may bring to the table. As always, it is helpful
to check with industry peers for a reference or a qualified referral.
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CHOOSING A QUALIFIED RISK
CONSULTANT AND RISK SYSTEM
AUTHOR: DAN CONNELL & WILLIAM LIVINGSTON, CONCEPTONE, LLC
As investment markets continue to operate under elevated, highly unstable and unpredictable risk and regulatory conditions, one of the
few trends that can be clearly identified is the massive and growing need for money management enterprises to develop, implement and
manage significantly enhanced top-down risk analytics and data architecture platforms, designed to meet an increasingly diverse and everexpanding set of internal and external constituencies. Prolonged market instability, growing investor demands for transparency, and reporting
requirements imposed by regulators, have combined to place myriad new reporting burdens on investment firms. Moreover, these reporting
mandates must be disseminated to an expanding audience, but also need to feature a high level of consistency across associated information distribution silos.

Q: How would hiring an outsourced risk solution benefit my business?
Implementing a robust risk solution starts with data management. A risk solutions provider should be responsible for establishing and maintaining a work-flow that will support accurate and timely reporting output. You are not just buying “software” but leveraging a team that will
produce the actual content you will review each day/month. Secondly, risk providers can help you determine which types of analytics are
potentially applicable to your asset and strategy classes, and to assist the client in data interpretation of the content.

Q: At what point does it make sense to hire an external risk consultant?
There are generally two reasons a client would engage a risk consultant. The need for quality risk analytics is typically driven by a combination of internal (portfolio decision support) and external (investor- or regulatory-driven) factors. While some of the early stage internal reporting needs can be handled by members of the clients own technical staff, there is often an added benefit of engaging external third-party
professionals to assist in the investor reporting and transparency process. These benefits include having the perspective of external risk
professionals who are working with many different types of investment companies, both direct investment platforms and allocators into those
funds. The consultants should be able to help you more clearly define your end goals including, instituting best practice risk measurements
applicable to the individual strategies deployed and focus core decision makers on key concepts and metrics that directly relate to internal/
external objectives and constraints (e.g., return targets and max loss tolerance).

Q: Can your risk service provider aggregate data from multiple sources, including custom tagging and classification?
Data aggregation is the first and most critical step in creating any centralized data repository. Providers should have a strong working knowledge of all of the common sources of data (prime brokers, fund administrators, order management systems, shadow accounting systems).
The ability to customize classifications of securities to reflect the organizations structure and methodologies should be a required component
of the offering. These classifications include sectors, strategies and various types of derived calculations (e.g., beta).
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Q: How does your risk service provider support the evolving regulatory
reporting landscape?
The ability to produce an ever-expanding set of regulatory filings has become a key consideration in choosing a risk provider. It is inevitable
that private funds will not only have multiple U.S. requirements but also will fall under the jurisdiction of one or more foreign regulatory requirements. The alignment of these disclosure documents becomes critical. The industry can also assume that these filings will become standard
due-diligence requests from prospective investors and might possibly replace many of the existing transparency requests.

Q: What level of support is provided for interpretation of analytics?
There are a multitude of risk software solutions out in the marketplace. To gain the most insight out of the vast amounts of data available, a
firm must understand what each metric is measuring and how it is typically utilized in the risk management process, and communicate the
key take away items to the fund management team. Without this, you can potentially reduce the amount of clarity and confidence in the risk
measurement tools available to the team.

Q: Does your risk service provider have an integrated data warehouse?
Typically, there is a need to produce risk and performance metrics for multiple purposes including internal portfolio management, external
investor transparency, and numerous regulatory filings. A centralized data warehouse can provide for a repeatable and consistent source
of information allowing the organization to align all third-party disclosures with internal analytics. It is important to note that a flexible data
warehouse is very different from a shadow portfolio accounting system.
Data stored in a relational database allows for the creation of future analytics and extractions of data around specific periods or events. The
rapid ability to produce these types of ad-hoc metrics can be very valuable during periods of market stress or negative performance, or time
critical requests for information from investors.

Q: How can a new or existing firm establish a comprehensive, cost effective data management system to provide for all of the internal and
external reporting requirements required in the current environment?
To meet the expanding reporting demands imposed by regulators and investors, managers’ only rational approach is to develop, implement,
and manage a data capture and analytics architecture with the ability to evolve with the demands of the market and regulatory changes. This
presents an ideal opportunity to address the demands that arise with expanded reporting to diverse audiences in a holistic manner. There
are a number of reasons for this, but perhaps the most important to consider is that ALL audiences will, within very short order, have access
to ALL reporting content. There is an ever increasing pressure to institute what is described as “formal risk management” reporting by the
investor community and regulatory authorities as is evident in standards such as OPERA reporting and Forms PF and CPO-PQR.
Each organization must determine the right blend of internal and external resources to create the above data management structure. External providers/systems include fund administrators, order management systems, “shadow” portfolio accounting software, and external
risk analytics providers. Each organization must also establish the appropriate internal resources in each of the critical control functions
discussed above (internal risk reporting, third-party investor disclosures, regulatory filings) and take “ownership” of the processes and accuracy of the output.
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Q: What are the key elements of this reporting structure?
PRIMARY DATA SOURCES:
• Internal accounting systems
• Fund administrative data
• Information from custodians, prime brokers and counterparties
• Internal management reports
• Order management systems
“Descriptive” position/transaction information: This includes all information needed to characterize exposures, including such descriptors as
bond terms and conditions, sectors, “greeks,” internally generated strategy codes, etc.
Risk analytics engine: All of the inputs described above would be mapped to one or more analytics engines and used to calculate such metrics as value at risk (VaR), stress/sensitivity analyses and other measures of forward-looking exposure.
Historical data warehouse: This is perhaps the most critical of all. Capturing all input data, derived calculations, formatted reports and associated intermediate data aggregations. Data warehouse should support storage of the following output:
• Internal daily reporting content
• Regulatory reporting: Form PF, CPO-PQR, AIFMD
• OPERA/investor reporting
Report production and quality assurance: The goal is to produce a suite of reports customized to the various and multi-faceted reporting
needs of a money management enterprise. However, once the analytics are in place and mapped against the appropriate data sets, report
production can be a very complex, labor-intensive operation. There needs to be quality assurance at every step of the process, and places a
particular emphasis upon reviewing the output in pre-report production format to ensure not only accuracy, but as indicated above, consistency across reporting silos.
Reporting output: Regulators, investors, and internal management are all beneficiaries of the various reporting output that is available. Welldesigned systems and data architecture, along with implementation procedures managed by competent staff and overseen by high-level
management entities, will help firms produce comprehensive, accurate and consistent results in a much more efficient and cost-effective
manner than any approach which features a silo-based strategy for report delivery.
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WHAT TO CONSIDER WHEN
IMPLEMENTING BUSINESS INSURANCE
FOR HEDGE FUNDS
AUTHOR: JACK JENNINGS, WILLIS NORTH AMERICA
Fundamental risk in a hedge fund dwarfs insurance-type risk. While a lawsuit by a messenger who slipped in your office won’t sink a fund,
inability to raise enough capital to cover costs or poor returns will. This is not to suggest however that the important (and necessary) topic of
insurance should be neglected — quite the opposite. A sound insurance program is compulsory by law for certain coverages, required in the
normal conduct of commerce for others and a prudent part of the operations profile of all reputable investment professionals.

Q: When should a fund consider insurance?
The short answer here is during the phase when the principals are vetting their concept against a budget of some sort.
This is the best time because:
• You will have an opportunity to build in better cost projections than would be contained in some all-inclusive cost estimate
• You will be making an investment of time in understanding (or revisiting if you’ve done this before) the specific types of insurance you’ll
need/want
• As part of this, you’ll be formulating an action plan — which insurances will we have in place at what time?
The most expensive coverage, directors and officers/professional liability, is often ignored until AUM reaches a level where the premium is
supported. Despite the expense, it’s best to arrange this coverage as early as possible, perhaps by buying a lower amount of coverage and
stepping it up as the fund grows.

Q: What should I find in an insurance adviser/partner?
The most important issue is deciding early on to address insurance. The next most important issue is your selection of a partner with insurance expertise. Most major insurance brokers have financial institution practices that include hedge fund clients. If you select one of these
firms, the important factor is to have individuals on your day-to-day service team who have or who can get at the expertise, and who are
proactive and responsive. There are also smaller boutique insurance brokers that have this expertise.
Look for the following signals that your broker service team matches the firms’ expertise:
• Extensive market knowledge and relationships
• Claims resolution expertise
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• Ability to develop multi-year strategy
• Ability to advise on internal insurance related issues (premium allocation between manager and fund)
• Ability — and willingness — to deal with issues large and small
This is very important at the start-up phase. The more mundane coverages with the small premiums are those that you need the earliest
— think workers’ compensation or a package policy covering office contents and general liability. Many insurance brokers get excited when
it’s the big premium, intellectually driven directors and officers’ liability or professional liability policies, but meanwhile you’ll need the basic
coverages in place and in order.
A final thought on a partner — your attention will naturally move toward investors and results. Much of the detail offered here is thus forgotten
by you but not by a solid partner. That makes the choice of partner perhaps the most important take away from this article.

Q: In general terms, what purpose does insurance serve
for a hedge fund?
The rationale for hedge funds maintaining insurance might be summarized as:
• Covering allegations of managerial malpractice
• Complying with legal requirements (in the case of certain insurances)
• Meeting generally accepted business practices (in the case of all insurances)
• The economic efficiency of financing moderate to large losses through the insurance mechanism
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DESCRIPTION OF COVERAGES & BUSINESS RATIONALE
TYPE OF INSURANCE
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EXAMPLES OF WHAT’S COVERED

BUSINESS RATIONALE

Package policy
Typically Includes:
Property
Business Interruption/Extra
Expense
General Liability
Personal & Advertising Injury
Damages to Premises You Rent
Medical Payments to Others
Non-Owned & Hired Automobile
Liability & Physical Damage

• Property, usually office contents and
electronic equipment (fire, all risk
perils, etc.)
• Premises Liability — a visitor slips
and falls and brings a suit.
• Non-owned Auto Liability — the firm
is sued for an auto accident — excess coverage over employee/rental
insurance.

• Required by lease agreements
(office, equipment leases, etc).
• Overwhelmingly common business practice.

Umbrella Liability

You are on the losing end of a $3mm
lawsuit for Premises Liability or Auto
Liability.

The $1mm that is the typical limit
of a Package Policy’s Premises
and Non-Owned Auto Liability
coverage may not be enough.

Workers Compensation

Any workplace related injury to an
employee including injuries resulting
from an auto accident on the way to
meet an investor.

Required by law (certain states
also require State Disability
Insurance in addition to Workers
Compensation).

Fidelity Insurance
Typically Includes:
Employee Dishonesty
Forgery or Alteration
Counterfeit Money
Computer System Theft
ERISA Bond

An employee embezzles funds; a
hacker transfers money to accounts
outside the firm.

• Protection from theft in a money
business.
• Some investors may request
evidence of this as a credential.
• ERISA rider covers the statutory
obligations related to your sponsored retirement plan.

Fiduciary Fidelity Bond

Crime losses to ERISA plan funds
held by you on behalf of other plan
sponsors.

May be required by investors.

Network Security/Technology

Privacy breach

Satisfy regulatory requirements
following a breach.

Management Liability Package
Typically Includes:
Directors & Officers Liability
Professional Liability
Investment Company Coverage
Private Fund Coverage
Employment Practices Liability
Fiduciary Liability

• Investors sue the IA &/or the Fund
Board/ GP.
• Defense costs for certain regulatory
and criminal proceedings.

• Buffer in disputes.
• Requirement of board
• Some investors may request
evidence of this as a credential.

Employee Benefits

Health/ Dental/ Vision Ins, Life Ins, Disability Ins, 401K.

Attract and retain associates
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Q: How is this insurance priced?
Cost is a short term point of analysis. Value requires more thought, especially because we pay the premium today in return for a contingent
promise to pay.
The factors that we suggest you consider are:
• Financial Security — just as is the case with any counterparty, can they pay?
• Coverage terms & conditions — is the coverage reasonably broad?
• Strategic match — can this insurance carrier support me as I grow?
• Premium — what is the cost? How does it compare with other proposals? Are payment terms offered?
Another word of caution — pricing on most of these coverages is somewhat subjective. Obtain actual proposals, preferably at least a few
competing from top-tier insurers, and discuss them thoroughly with your adviser.

PRICING OF INSURANCE COVERAGES		
TYPE OF INSURANCE

RATING BASIS

RANGE & COMMENTS

Package policy
Typically Includes:

Property Values
Square Footage Leased
Number of Employees

Single leased location for 10
people $1,500 - $5,000.

Umbrella Liability

Underlying (General Liability &
Automobile Liability Premiums)

$1,000-$2,000 per million purchased.

Workers Compensation

Annual payroll multiplied by a
state promulgated rate + taxes

Office employees are generally charged .25-.50 per $100
of annual payroll.

Fidelity Insurance

Number of employees
Controls
AUM

Range $3,000 to $5,000 per
$1,000,000 of coverage.

Fiduciary Fidelity Bond

Flat premium, AUM.

Approx. $1,000 per $1,000,000
of coverage.

Management Liability Package
(D&O and E&O/ Professional
Liability)

Subjective — typically per $1m
of coverage purchased. AUM.

Approx. $5,000 to $40,000 per
$1,000,000

Employee Benefits

Number of employees

Varies greatly by benefit level
and % of cost paid by employees — rule of thumb 10 percent of payroll expense.
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Q: Are there any commercial benefits to maintaining insurance?
Sometimes investors ask if you maintain professional liability insurance. This can be a make-or-break point for them. That you’ve passed
muster with a professional underwriter of a major insurer has some weight.
As more qualified plans invest in funds, ERISA bonds are being required. This special version of fidelity (a.k.a. crime) insurance can help
land this type of investment. 		
On the negative side, ignoring basic insurance could be embarrassing. If there were ever publicity around, say, an uninsured workers’ compensation claim, that would not inspire the confidence of investors.

Q: Six months from now, I’ll have forgotten most of the details offered
here. What — in a nutshell — should I take away, not to be forgotten?
Insurance is not a panacea. It does not address the biggest risks facing a hedge fund. It does however fulfill important requirements. It might
even help raise capital with certain investors. Pick a competent and caring partner and put in place an insurance program that stands in
support of your business.
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